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Take-aways from Week 6, 
leather industries
• Leather production widespread, but became more specialized in areas where 

animals slaughtered and near source of oak-bark

• Leather crafts second largest manufacture after wool fabrics around 1700

• Most production by local craftsmen in 16th and 17th centuries, though emergence of 
gloving centres

• Proto-industrial boot and shoe making started in Northampton during Civil War to 
fulfil army contracts

• Developed in Northants, Leicester and around Leeds in 19th century, often using 
displaced hosiery or woollen workers

• Gradual displacement by machinery, though women’s outwork continued into 20th

century

• Gloving industry around Woodstock also continued into 1970s, mostly using 
outwork



Outline

• Why metal manufactures became proto-
industries in 16th and 17th centuries

• The variety of metal trades and products

• Diversity of organisation

• Long process of industrialization – a 
significant alternative to factory mass 
production

• Decline of hand nailmaking – a case of 
involution

A Sheffield cutler, The Costume of Yorkshire (1814)



Discussion topics:

• Why did metalwork manufactures develop on a proto-

industrial basis in the West Midlands and south Yorkshire?

• How were they affected by mechanization?

Metal manufactures



Rise of the metal industries in 16th

and 17th centuries
• From 1560-1660 the West Midlands established a national market for metalware and glassware

• Growth of home demand for tools, domestic furnishings, agricultural implements, horse 
ironmongery, cutlery etc. Expansion of exports in 18th century

• Edge tools and cutlery often imported till 16th century. Growth of native industry in Sheffield and 
W Midlands in 17c, ceased to be imported

• Helped by local availability of iron and coal, though raw materials brought from further afield

• Concentration and interchange of specialist skills and commercial expertise

• Birmingham specialized in skilled metal manufacture by late 17th century

• South Staffordshire country districts specialized in cruder manufactures 

• Sheffield specialized in high-class cutlery, south Yorkshire country districts in less skilled work

• In SW Lancashire near St Helens and Warrington, rural metalworkers made tools, watch parts, 
locks and hinges, nails, pins and wire



The variety of trades –
Heavy metal manufactures

Animal traps exported to America, 

Australia, India and Russia

Scythesmith a complex trade in 18th century:

• Involved welding layers of iron and steel

• Also made reaping hooks, axes, hatchets 

and bills

• Grinding done on commission at blade 

mills or cutlers’ mills where water wheels 

turned grindstones

Locksmith

• Made simple padlocks and chest locks, 

sold to ironmongers

• Complex locks individually made by 

master locksmiths



Lorimy

• Lorimers mass-
produced a wide 
variety of equipment for 
horses and saddlery, 
using iron, brass, 
copper and tinning



Metal processes

Great increase in supply of raw 
materials 1560-1660

• Water-powered blast furnaces made cast iron 
from 16th century

• Water-powered forges heated brittle cast iron and 
hammered it in a finery forge on a charcoal hearth, then 
further treated in a chafery forge to produce bar iron

•Slitting mills introduced early 17th century, 

produced rods for nailers

Gunn’s Mill blast furnace, Forest of Dean, 1772

Early slitting mill

Medieval bloomery



Metal processes

Coalbrookdale

http://www.simt.co.uk/abbeydale-industrial-hamlet/what-to-

see/all-about-abbeydale

Shortage of charcoal a growing problem
• In 1708, Abraham Darby first used coke to smelt cast 

iron at Coalbrookdale

• From early 18c, static steam engines allowed mining 

of deeper coal suitable for coking

• Benjamin Huntsman developed crucible steel in 1740s

• Steam power used for rolling mills from 1780s

Early 19c Abbeydale crucible steelmaking

http://www.simt.co.uk/abbeydale-industrial-hamlet/what-to-see/all-about-abbeydale


Manufacturing processes

Water power increasingly used in 18th century for certain stages of 
manufacturing processes:

• Plating – Invented in Sheffield in 1742 for plating silver on copper. Widely 
used by button, buckle, toy, cutlery, harness and wire makers 

• Stamping – Invented 1769, used for stamping designs onto sheet metal 
using a die, then hollow-ware e.g. saucepans and kettles, then buttons

• Grinding at water-powered blade mills or ‘wheels’

• Workers might specialize in particular processes or articles



Birmingham toy trades

Birmingham toy trade 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p013f7xs

• Branch of proto-industrial metal manufacturing,  

grew in 18th century

• Growing middle class and export markets

• Produced more affordable fashion goods -

lighter buckles, buttons, lamps, boxes, trays, 

candlesticks, clock cases, steel jewelery etc.

• Rapid product innovation, constant technical 

innovation

• Varied organisation from small workshops to 

large factories

Objects included:

• Inkwells

• Shoe buckles

• Enamelled candlestick

• Metal buttons

• Hollow ware saucepans and kettles

• Decorative wares – snuff and patch

boxes, vases

• Japanned boxes, trays, book covers,

card cases

http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p013f7xs


Decorative wares

New processes enabled new products aimed at 

wider market:
• Rolling and stamping encouraged buckle- and box-making

• Enamelling introduced mid-18c

Japanning 
Introduced 18th century, very popular in 19th century

• Japan a varnish made from turpentine, balsam, oils, pitch, 

resin and wax

• 4 or 5 coats applied, heated for 24 hours, hand polished

See www.blackcountryhistory.org for examples

http://www.blackcountryhistory.org/


Women’s work

• Women moved more into metalwork after loss 
of spinning

• Routine work especially where manual 
dexterity required - technology enabled unskilled 
women to perform work more cheaply than men, 
e.g. stamping and piercing buttons

• Ancillary work such as carding buttons, gilding 
and lining watch cases

• Newer, lighter and less skilled processes, in 
19th century, including gun barrel boring

• More skilled decorative work requiring 
deftness and concentration, e.g. lacquering and 
japanning



South 
Yorkshire

• Sheffield area metalworking proto-industry based 
in dual economy or by-employment with farming 
in 17th and early 18th centuries

• Around Sheffield, one home in three had a smithy 
in 1672, used for cutlery, scythe or nailmaking

• Relative prosperity – only 10% of households 
exempt from Hearth Tax in 1670s

• Rapid expansion of the cutlery trade in 18th

sentury

• Division of labour between forging and grinding

• Increased use of water power for grinding in 18th

century



Cutlery making

• In 1820, little change in 
manufacturing methods for 200 years

• Cutler’s workshop used a hearth and 
bellows, cooling trough, anvil, glazier 
frame worked by treadle for polishing

• Grinding done at mill

• Riveting done on a small anvil at 
work-boards

• Knives pressed in vices

• Carved bone handles

• Apprenticed trade till 1814
A Sheffield cutler, The Costume of Yorkshire (1814)



Early West Midlands 
organisation

• Different specialities clustered in different 
parts of West Midlands

• Mineral rights belonged to Lord of the 
Manor

• Landowners erected watermills, leased 
to ironmaster families or partnerships

• Early metalwork often a by-employment 
with agriculture

• Many small landowners – land could be 
bought or leased for commercial use, or 
mortgaged to finance business activity

• More complex goods required several 
skilled operations

West Midlands manufacturing area

Birmingham

Brass & copper

Buckles

Guns

Locks

Lorimy

Nails

Scythes



18th-century organisation

• Wide range of organisation 
size – from garret workshop 
to large factories

• Artisan production and 
putting-out systems

• Skilled craftsmen organised 
in small workshops

• Progress by a continuum of 
small improvements

Gunmaking

• Importance of military orders

• By late 18th century, Birmingham the world leader

• Gunmaker commissioned and marketed guns, owned 

warehouse

• Bought parts from independent manufacturers

• Put parts out to skilled craftsmen ‘setters-up’ to assemble 

and finish

• Flexible organisation to cope with peaks and troughs

• Mass-produced ready-made guns from US and Europe 

flooded market in 1880s, decline of craft gun manufacture

Flintlock pistol

1850s revolver

Birmingham gun quarter



Boulton’s Soho manufactury

Matthew Boulton’s Soho Manufactory, from Stebbing Shaw, History of 

Staffordshire
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3ASoho_Manufactory_ca_1800.jpg

• 1761, water-powered metal-rolling mill 

established by toy manufacturer Matthew 

Boulton and business partner John 

Fothergill

• 1766, mill replaced by a new factory 

producing a wide range of goods 

from buttons, buckles and boxes 

to japanned ware and later luxury products 

such as silverware and ormolu (a type of 

gilded bronze)

• Employed 800-1,000 specialist workers in 

1770s

• 1782, became the first site with a Watt 

steam engine



Gradual 
industrialization
• Strong tradition of independence

• By 19th century, masters could rent a room or 
bench in a factory to get benefit of steam power

• Small masters’ disadvantage in buying raw 
materials and marketing finished products

• Increasingly dependent on sub-contracting or 
outwork from factors 

• Industrial manufacturers often grew from factors

• Diffusion of machine tools from 1830 required 
larger, more heavily capitalized firms 

• Small-scale garret masters with few overheads 
survived in 19c Birmingham



South Yorkshire 
nailing organisation
• Started as a seasonal by-employment with farming

• Nails made for London market from March to August and 
for export to the West Indies from harvest to sowing time

• Iron production controlled in late 17c by the Spencer 
Syndicate with shares in mines, charcoal woods, 
furnaces, forges and slitting mills

• Nailchapmen bought iron bars and put out to nailers on 
credit, bought finished nails, exported from inland port 
Bawtry

• By late 18th century, few nailers had land

• First metal industry to succumb to machine competition



Organisation of West 
Midlands nailing
• Least skilled metal trade, so attracted 

incomers

• Smith heated and cut iron rod, hammered into 
required thickness, pointed the end, made 
head with hammer blows or oliver

• In 1780 there were over 35,000 Black Country 
nailers, peaked at 50,000 in 1830s

• Declining demand for hand-wrought nails with 
machine-made competition

• Mainly outwork, put out by middlemen called 
‘foggers’

• Moved to semi-rural outskirts of region

• Increasingly seasonal and feminized 
occupation

• Nailing became a sweated trade

A backyard nailshop at the 

Black Country Living 

Museum

Treadle-operated oliver



Decline to sweated labour

Sweated labour involved:

• Below-subsistence wages

• Excessive hours

• Frequently in insanitary conditions
• Often on an outwork basis, unregulated by 

Factory Acts

• Often subject to seasonal fluctuations

Black Country nailer, Sweated Industries 

exhibition (1906)

• By 1890s, average male nailer earnings 18s 5d, 

married women 9s 8d, unmarried women 10s 5d

• Rowntree estimated cost of subsistence at 21s a week

• Manufacturers pushed down piece-rates

• When no work put out, nailers made nails and sold to 

foggers at below normal rates



Chainmaking one of four trades covered by 

first minimum wage legislation:
• Established minimum pay of 3 1/2d an hour for 

women, 5d to 9d for men

• 15s for a 50 hour week

• Chain-making industry developed from 

1820s around Cradley Heath

• Expanded up to 1914

• Men made large chains in factories, women 

smaller chains in backyard forges

• Outwork increasingly feminized – acted as 

reserve capacity

• Male factory wages rose due to 

unionisation, but out-worker pay declined 

25% by 1890s

Chain making



Summary

Mansfield’s shoe factory, Northampton

• Metal manufactures developed as proto-industries in 16th

and 17th centuries due to increasing demand and 

benefits of specialization

• Long process of industrialization – a significant 

alternative to factory mass production

• Diversity of organisation – small workshop manufacture 

survived alongside powered factories

• New opportunities for men as new processes and 

products emerged

• Involution in less skilled, rural, and feminized trades such 

as hand nailmaking and chainmaking



Prep for Week 8, fashion industries

Discussion topics:

• What caused the rise and decline of hand lacemaking or straw plaiting?
• What was the impact of child labour in these proto-industries?

Reading - lacemaking
• Horn P., 'Pillow lacemaking in Victorian England: the 

experience of Oxfordshire', Textile History 3 (1972). 

Three class copies.

• Horn, P., 'Child workers in the pillow lace and straw 

plait trades of Victorian Buckinghamshire', Historical 

Journal 17 (1974). In course Google drive. One class 

copy.

• Sharpe, P., and Chapman, S. D., 'Women's 

employment and industrial organisation: commercial 

lace embroidery in early nineteenth-century Ireland and 

England', Women's History Review 5 (1996). In course 

Google drive, one class copy.

Reading – straw plaiting and other:
• Goose, N. 'The straw plait and hat trades in nineteenth-

century Hertfordshire', in N. Goose (ed.), Women's Work 

in Industrial England. Conted. library, two class copies

• Sharpe, P., 'De-industrialization and re-industrialization: 

women's employment and the changing character of 

Colchester, 1700–1850', Urban History 1994 (1994). In 

course Google drive. One class copy.

• Sharpe, P., 'The women's harvest: straw-plaiting and the 

representation of labouring women's employment, c. 

1793-1885', Rural History 5 (1994). In class Google 

drive, one class copy.

• Thorburn, D., 'Gender, work and schooling in the plaiting 

villages', Local Historian 19 (1989). 

https://www.balh.org.uk/publications/local-historian/the-

local-historian-volume-19-number-3-august-1989

https://www.balh.org.uk/publications/local-historian/the-local-historian-volume-19-number-3-august-1989

